Indicators of implicit and explicit social anxiety influence threat-related interpretive bias as a function of working memory capacity
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INTRODUCTION

Sarah is talking to someone and that person suddenly starts to yawn. She immediately thinks that she is telling a boring story and that she is a dead loss as a storyteller. Negatively biased interpretations of ambiguous social events such as this one by Sarah are known to be characteristic of individuals high in social anxiety (Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998). It has been argued that both for theoretical and clinical reasons, it is important to understand the mechanisms underlying this threat-related interpretive bias (Blanchette and Richards, 2010). Therefore, the aim of the current study was to examine the role of both explicit and implicit anxiety, and regulatory control processes in relation to this threat-related interpretive bias.

Dual process models propose that behavioral responses are the consequence of two different types of processes; implicit and explicit processes (e.g., Strack and Deutsch, 2004). These models have recently been applied to psychopathology (anxiety: Ouimet et al., 2009; depression: Beever, 2005). While specific descriptions vary, it has been argued that implicit processes are based on automatic associations of concepts in memory and more explicit processes are characterized by more propositional knowledge. Importantly, it is assumed that the relative impact of these processes depends on the availability of control resources, for example dispositional factors such as working memory capacity (WMC, Hofmann et al., 2008). The behavior of individuals high in WMC is expected to be more strongly influenced by explicit processes, while behavior of individuals low in WMC is expected to be more strongly influenced by implicit processes. These assumptions have been supported for self-regulatory behaviors in domains such as aggression, food consumption, and sexual interest behavior (Hofmann et al., 2008). For example, automatic attitudes on eating predicted actual candy eating in participants with low WMC, but not in participants with high WMC. The opposite pattern was observed for more explicit attitudes on eating; this predicted the amount of candy consumed only in individuals with high WMC (Hofmann et al., 2008).

Specific models in the field of anxiety argue that processing biases can also be conceptualized as the joint outcome of an interaction between automatic tendencies and control over these tendencies. Mathews and Mackintosh (1998), for example, proposed a model in which threat-related biases in information processing depend on activation of a more automatic threat-detection system and a top-down regulatory control system. Biases in information processing are predicted to be present when the activation of the affective system exceeds the capacity for control over (mental) contents (see also Mathews and MacLeod, 2005). Neurobiological data suggest that threat-related information processing might be related to increased amygdala activity coupled with a decrease in the recruitment of prefrontal control mechanisms (Blanchette and Richards, 2010).

Derryberry and Reed (2002) provided empirical support for such claims regarding threat-related attentional bias; anxious individuals with low levels of regulatory control had stronger...
threat-related attential biases than anxious individuals with high levels of regulatory control (comparable findings have been observed for alcohol-related attential bias; Friese et al., 2010). Less is known regarding such an interaction in threat-related interpretive bias.

The aim of the current study is to examine whether the expression of threat-related interpretive bias would arise from a similar interaction between anxiety and regulatory control. While threat-related interpretive biases have been studied for decades, little research has investigated the psychological processes that determine the strength of such biases. We plan to fill this gap by building on the outlined dual-process frameworks. We made a distinction between explicit and implicit indices of social anxiety as research has shown that these indices explain additional variance in anxiety and are differentially related to aspects of anxiety-related (psychopathological) behavior (Egloff and Schmukle, 2002; Glashouwer and De Jong, 2010). In a series of studies, Egloff and Schmukle showed that implicit indicators of anxiety (automatic associations of the self with anxiety) and explicit indicators of anxiety (deliberate judgments of the self as anxious) functioned in a complementary manner. For example, implicit indicators predicted change in performance after stress that explicit indicators were unable to predict. In the current study, fear of negative evaluation was used as an indicator of explicit social anxiety as it is considered a core feature of social anxiety (Rapee and Heimberg, 1997) and often used in research (for a meta-analysis see Acarturk et al. (2009)]. Dual-process theories propose that implicit processes impact stronger on indices of outcome behavior in individuals with low regulatory control but not high in regulatory control as individuals with high regulatory control are expected to have enough capacity to override the influence of the automatic system. In the current context of anxiety, it has been suggested that “...anxious individuals find attending to threatening stimuli distressing and consequently try to avoid them . . .” (Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998, p. 546) and individuals with high regulatory control might be better in achieving that. Conversely, it is proposed that explicit processes impact stronger on behavior in individuals with high levels of control. We expected based on dual process models and earlier findings regarding attentional bias, that indicators of implicit social anxiety (Egloff and Schmukle, 2002; Westberg et al., 2007) predict threat-related interpretive bias for individuals low, but not high in WMC. Conversely, indicators of explicit social anxiety predict interpretive bias for individuals high, but not low in WMC. These hypotheses postulate a dynamic interplay of different psychological processes interacting to determine the strength of threat-related interpretive biases. They thereby go beyond the assumption of main effects (i.e., stronger social anxiety leads to a stronger interpretive bias) by distinguishing between the differential influences of implicit and explicit indicators of social anxiety and identifying the boundary conditions when they will be more or less influential in impacting upon interpretive biases. Support for these assumptions would provide novel and unique evidence for the psychological processes underlying the expression of threat-related interpretive biases and how they interact in determining the magnitude of these biases.

METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

A total of 79 participants aged between 18 and 35 years were recruited from the University of East Anglia via posters and online advertisements regarding the effects of emotion on comprehension of information. One participant inadvertently completed the IAT twice and because the first assessment data were overwritten by the second, the data were excluded. Two further participants were excluded due to high error rates on the operation span task. Finally, preparatory regression analyses revealed four multivariate outliers (based on studentized deleted residuals and mahalanobis distance) who were excluded from the analyses. The final sample consisted of 72 participants and the mean age was 23.64 years (SD = 4.16, 49 females). Participants were either entered into a prize draw or received £8 to compensate for their time.

MATERIALS

Implicit association test (IAT)

An IAT containing self and social anxiety related words was used as an indicator of implicit social anxiety (Egloff and Schmukle, 2002; Westberg et al., 2007). Participants had to classify stimuli from four categories using two response keys; one categorization concerned self vs. others and the second concerned social anxiety vs. relaxed. The IAT consisted of seven blocks. During the first block, participants practiced categorizing stimuli into the self or others categories (20 trials) and in the second block into the social anxiety or relaxed categories (20 trials). In the third and fourth block (combination blocks), participants classified stimuli into all categories simultaneously (20 trials and 60 trials, respectively). Participants pressed one key when stimuli referred to either self or social anxiety and another key when they referred to others or relaxed. In the fifth block (40 trials), the categories social anxiety and relaxed changed sides resulting in opposite response assignments. In the sixth and seventh block (reversed combination blocks), participants again categorized all categories simultaneously (20 trials and 60 trials respectively). An IAT-index was calculated using the D600 improved scoring algorithm (Greenwald et al., 2003). Following the formula presented by Greenwald et al., all combination blocks were included (blocks 3, 4, 6, and 7), error penalties (600 ms) were given, and results were standardized at the level of the participant. The D600 measure was calculated so that higher scores reflect stronger associations between “self” and “social anxiety” as compared to “self” and “relaxed.” It thus provides a relative measure of the implicit association between self and social anxiety. Previous research has demonstrated that the anxiety IAT exhibits good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alphas in the range of 0.80) and predicts behavioral indicators of anxiety (Egloff and Schmukle, 2002).

1Only those measures relevant for the current hypotheses are listed here. Participants also completed questionnaires regarding general state and trait anxiety, the IAT stimuli, a lexical decision task and an unvalidated ad-hoc created questionnaire regarding personal goal orientation concerning the handling of social situations in everyday life.
Fear of negative evaluation (FNE)

The FNE scale measures fear of being evaluated negatively by others and was used as an indicator of explicit social anxiety (Watson and Friend, 1969). It comprises 30 statements (e.g., I rarely worry about seeming foolish to others), asking participants to rate each item as either true or false. The FNE has alpha coefficients of 0.94 (student population, Watson and Friend, 1969; clinical population, Oei et al., 1991), indicative of high internal consistency.

Complex operation span task (OSPA

The OSPAN is a widely used complex operation span task, providing a measure of individual differences in WMC (Unsworth et al., 2005). Participants were presented with a set of equations on the screen consisting of one addition or subtraction and a multiplication [e.g., \((2 \times 4) - 3 = 5\)]. They were asked to indicate whether the presented result was true or false. Then a letter was presented and participants remembered the letters in the order in which they appeared. Feedback was provided regarding the number of correctly solved equations and letters recalled. The program started with a practice phase consisting of practicing letter recall, math portions, and their combination respectively. In the assessment phase, participants received three trials of each set size, with set sizes ranging from three to seven. Order of set sizes was random for each participant. An 85% accuracy criterion on the math operations was required for all the participants to ensure that they were not trading off between solving the operations and remembering the words (Unsworth et al., 2005). A WMC index was computed by summing up the number of correctly recalled sets. This index has both good internal consistency (alpha = 0.78) and test-retest reliability (0.83), and was correlated with other WM span measures and with a factor composed of fluid abilities measures (Unsworth et al., 2005).

Word sentence association paradigm (WSAP)

The WSAP provides an assessment of threat-related interpretive bias (Beard and Amir, 2008, 2009). On each trial, a word was presented for 500 ms, followed by a sentence. For half of the trials, the word and sentence facilitated a threat-related interpretation (e.g., embarrassing—People laugh after something you said), and on the other half a non-threat-related interpretation (e.g., funny—People laugh after something you said). Participants indicated whether the word and sentence were related by pressing a “Yes” or “No” key. Seventy-six sentences describing social situations were selected from those used by Beard and Amir (2008, 2009). Each sentence was once paired with a threat-related and once with a non-threat-related word. These 152 word-sentence pairs were divided into two sets and participants were debriefed and given the opportunity to ask questions. The testing session lasted approximately 60 min.

RESULTS

To examine the relationship between indicators of implicit and explicit social anxiety, WMC, and threat-related interpretive bias, zero-order correlations were computed between these variables (see Table 1 for means, standard deviations, and correlations). Explicit social anxiety, as indicated by the FNE scale, was positively associated with threat-related interpretive bias and implicit social anxiety, as indicated by the IAT, correlated positively with WMC. These zero-order correlations should, however, be interpreted in the context of the multiple regression analyses reported next.

In order to investigate whether WMC moderates the impact of implicit and explicit indicators of social anxiety on threat-related interpretive bias, we performed a moderated regression analysis on interpretive bias as the dependent variable. To reduce multicollinearity and to arrive at the correct beta weights, all variables were first z-standardized (Aiken and West, 1991). As predictors, we entered implicit social anxiety (indicated by the IAT), explicit social anxiety (indicated by the FNE scale), WMC, and the interactions between implicit social anxiety and WMC, and explicit social anxiety and WMC. The regression analysis \([R^2 = 0.22, F(5, 71) = 3.76, p = 0.005]\) yielded three significant predictors; explicit social anxiety, \(\beta = 0.24, p = 0.029\), and the predicted interaction effects of implicit social anxiety \(\times\) WMC, \(\beta = −0.24, p = 0.048\), and explicit social anxiety \(\times\) WMC, \(\beta = 0.35, p = 0.007\). Consistent with previous studies, high scores on WMC were associated with lower threat-related interpretive bias, indicating an overall effect of WMC on the relation between implicit and explicit social anxiety and threat-related interpretive bias.

TABLE 1 | Correlations between indicators of implicit and explicit social anxiety, WMC, and threat-related interpretive bias, \((n = 72)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Implicit social anxiety (indicated by the IAT)</th>
<th>2. Explicit social anxiety (indicated by the FNE)</th>
<th>3. Working memory capacity (indicated by the OSPAN)</th>
<th>4. Threat-related interpretive bias (indicated by the WSAP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit social anxiety (indicated by the IAT)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit social anxiety (indicated by the FNE)</td>
<td>0.44**</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory capacity (indicated by the OSPAN)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat-related interpretive bias (indicated by the WSAP)</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *\(p < 0.05\), **\(p < 0.01\). IAT, implicit association test; FNE, fear of negative evaluation scale; OSPAN, complex operation span task; WSAP, word sentence association paradigm.

2To examine the influence of age on the results, we repeated the regression analysis with age added as an additional predictor. Age was not a significant predictor and the previously significant predictors remained significant.
DISCUSSION

The present study drew on contemporary dual-process models (Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998; Strack and Deutsch, 2004; Ouimet et al., 2009) to investigate the assumption that the magnitude of threat-related interpretive bias depends on indicators of both implicit and explicit social anxiety and that their relative influences crucially hinge on the availability of control resources such as WMC. As predicted, WMC moderated the impact of the implicit indicator of social anxiety on interpretive bias, with the results suggesting a positive relationship between implicit social anxiety, as indicated by the IAT, and interpretive bias for individuals with low, but not high WMC (though the slope failed to reach significance). The predicted opposite pattern was observed for the indicator of explicit social anxiety; fear of negative evaluation was only associated with threat-related interpretive bias in individuals with high, but not low levels of WMC.

While it has been theoretically argued that threat-related interpretive biases are the joint outcome of two tendencies (Mathews and Mackintosh, 1998), empirical data supporting this claim was lacking. To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first to provide empirical evidence that threat-related interpretive biases can be conceptualized as the result of an interplay between indicators of implicit and explicit social anxiety on the one hand and WMC on the other. More generally, the current findings are consistent with studies in the field of health psychology that revealed that control processes can moderate the impact of implicit and explicit processes on self-regulatory behavior (Hofmann et al., 2008; Friese and Hofmann, 2012) and on biases in information processing (Friese et al., 2010).

The finding regarding the role of implicit social anxiety requires future research as the hypothesized slope in individuals with low WMC was not significant and an unexpected positive correlation between implicit social anxiety and WMC was observed. This might be related to the type of IAT used in the current study. That is, implicit social anxiety was indicated by an social anxiety IAT, which assessed the relative strength of associations between the self and social anxiety. While this measure has been used in other studies examining social anxiety (Egloff and Schmukle, 2002; Westberg et al., 2007), in retrospect, it
might have been conceptually different from the processes in social anxiety that we focused on. That is, there seems to be a match in content between the explicit indicator of social anxiety (fear of negative evaluations) and the outcome variable (negative interpretive bias in social situations), while the anxiety IAT seems conceptually different. A social evaluative IAT (see for example Clerkin and Teachman, 2010) might potentially better capture the relevant processes and have a different and potentially stronger impact on threat-related interpretive bias. Additionally, the IAT provides a measure of relative strength of associations and is not an absolute measure. Despite these shortcomings, the IAT revealed the hypothesized interaction with WMC in the prediction of threat-related interpretive bias.

Some other study limitations should be acknowledged. In line with previous research (Acarturk et al., 2009), we used fear of negative evaluation as an indicator of explicit social anxiety. It is important to acknowledge that while fear of negative evaluation is considered a hallmark aspect of social anxiety (Rapee and Heimberg, 1997), both constructs are highly related, but not identical (Weeks et al., 2005). Future research should investigate the generalizability of the present findings by replicating this study using other indicators of explicit social anxiety, for example, the Social Phobia Scale and Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (Mattick and Clarke, 1998) or the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (Liebowitz, 1987). In addition, given the comorbidity between anxiety and depression, it would be important to control for depression in future studies. A more methodological limitation is the task order. All participants completed the tasks in the same order (IAT, OSPAN, WSAP, FNE). While this is consistent with other studies examining moderated predictive validity of implicit measures (Hofmann et al., 2008; Friese et al., 2010; Friese and Hofmann, 2012), we cannot rule out that this order might have influenced the results. For example, the OSPAN could have been perceived as stressful, and potentially especially for anxious individuals, and this might have (differentially) affected subsequent assessments. Also, FNE scores may have been inflated for individuals with higher levels of social anxiety due to priming effects by the IAT and WSAP. Importantly, if existent, such a bias would have had negative effects on the overall validity of the scale and should have made it more unlikely (not more likely) to detect the predicted moderation effect. Finally, we tested the theoretical model in unselected individuals. To investigate the clinical implications of our findings, future studies should test the model in highly-anxious (sub)clinical populations as such individuals are specifically characterized by threat-related biases. In addition, directly comparing clinically and non-clinically anxious individuals would be interesting as it has been suggested that those groups differ in the ability to regulate their information processing biases (Macleod and Rutherford, 1992).

The current findings shed light on the underpinnings of threat-related interpretive bias. They have a range of potentially clinically relevant implications. In addition to recent developments regarding interventions that are designed to directly modify information processing biases (CBM training, Macleod and Mathews, 2012), the current findings reveal potential determinants of threat-related interpretive bias. Changing these determinants might affect information processing, however, as the current study has a correlational design, more research is necessary to examine whether those processes are causal agents. There is promising evidence for each process (implicit processes, explicit processes, and WMC) that changing them might be beneficial. First, it has been shown that implicit associations can be modified using Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT, Teachman et al., 2008), but also by performing repeated avoidance responses (Wiers et al., 2011). Second, CBT can also change explicit processes such as self-reported socially anxious feelings (Hofmann et al., 2012). Third, increasing control resources might be beneficial as it would allow an individual to counteract the impact of their implicit processes. Indeed, there are exciting possibilities to directly enhance WMC; either using computerized WM training (Klingberg et al., 2005; but see Owen et al., 2010) or transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (Boggio et al., 2007). Thus, the current study identified three types of processes that were related to interpretive bias and recent findings suggest that each of these processes can be modified and, more importantly, affect symptoms of psychopathology.

In conclusion, individual differences in WMC moderated the association between indicators of both implicit and explicit social anxiety on the one hand, and threat-related interpretive biases on the other hand. These findings have significant theoretical and clinical implications.
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